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Zhuanji Wenxue Digital Archive
傳記文學
United Digital Publication Co.
聯合百科電子出版有限公司

United Digital Publications (formerly
known as Greatman Knowledge
Management Group) of Taiwan has been
producing databases since 1997. Current
offerings address the classics of Chinese
culture, as well as resources specific to
Taiwanese culture and history.

The essential biographical reference source for important figures in the
Republic of China is Zhuanjii Wenxue (Biography Literature Magazine),
now available online from the first issue in 1962 to date, in full image and
full-text.
Learn about the political and military leaders, prominent officials, scholars,
celebrities, heads of secret societies, spies, renowned actors, and common
people that made the Republic of China (ROC) what it is today.

Zhuanjii Wenxue was established in 1962 by Liu Shou Tong, who wanted
to preserve the history of the ROC by commemorating the nation's people
of distinction. Liu encouraged elder contemporary figures to provide their
own accounts of events in the ROC's development. Liu referred to this as
"saving the history that resides in the memories of living figures.”

Zhuanji Wenxue quickly became a celebrated resource for
compelling points-of-view, with insight into history.
As an online database, the Zhuanji Wenxue Digital Archive is a treasure
trove of historical materials on modern China. With a searchable archive
of more than 20,000 articles, new content is added continuously:
autobiographies, biographies, diaries, handwritten letters, oral history,
and more.
All issues published since 1962 are included the database, making this an
essential resource for researchers of Chinese/East Asian history, culture,
literature, or other social science/humanities fields.
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Uncommon Information
Extraordinary Places

Database Specifications
Format

 Online, with the full image files, users have access to the original layout style after
defects such as yellowing, spots or stains have been digitally removed

Coverage

 Known for its first-person accounts by famous people, articles by those
who crossed paths with historical figures, and eyewitness reports of significant
events
 More than 20,000 articles from 1962 to present

Search

 Search in full text with the help of advanced Boolean search features
 Browse by year and volume corresponding to the publication of the original texts

Browse by year, volume, and issue to view all articles in every issue.

Zhuanjii Wenxue is available exclusively through United Digital Publications and East View, their
North American agent. For a trial or subscription information, please contact info@eastview.com.
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